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Brosnan
Although best known for his stint
as James Bond, he is anything but a
one-trick pony. A look at his life reveals
a plethora of talents and passions something that his astrological signs
can illuminate further.
continued on page 2
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Get daily astrology on facebook!

Golden Ticket

M McCarthy of London is our newest
winner! Could you be the next? See
StarTemple.com for details.
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Pierce

Since giving up the Bond role, Pierce
Brosnan has shown incredible versatility
- not only as an actor, but as an artist and
environmentalist. Have the stars above set
him up for success?
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Pierce Brosnan was born in Ireland on 16th May
1953. His star sign in the western zodiac isTaurus
the bull, while he was born in the Chinese year of
the Snake, under the element of water.
Snakes are often highly spiritual individuals, but
they are also known for their scepticism. These
dual qualities are perhaps reflected in the role
that religion has played in the actor’s life. Brosnan
was raised an Irish Catholic and served as an altar
boy under the ‘Christian Brothers’. However he
would later reject the teachings of the Christian
Brothers, in part due to a series of scandals that
rocked the church. Although he says he still attends
church when he can, he has also voiced his affinity
for Buddhist philosophy, which he says brings
him comfort, and he describes as,“my own private
faith.”
Licensed to thrill?

with the suave image he portrayed in the Bond films, he was
once voted‘best dressed environmentalist by the Sustainable
Style Foundation.
Brosnan also sells his own paintings to support charities, and
this reveals another side of theTaurus personality.Taureans are
often good at practical crafts, and are known for their love of
the arts. Before becoming an actor, Brosnan had intended to
be a painter, even studying a course in commercial graphic
design.
Taurean’s relish stability and in their lives, something that leads
them to gravitate towards healthy and stable relationships
rather than drama and change. Unfortunately for Brosnan,
this stability has often been difficult to find in his personal life.
His father, who he has never known, walked out on the family
when he was just an infant, prompting his mother to move
to London to find work while the young Pierce was cared for
by his grandparents.

At age 27 he married
Like his character in the
Australian actress
“My mother was the prettiest woman
James Bond films, the
Cassandra
Harris,
snake aspect of Brosnan’s
but
the
stability
of a
in the town. He was a bit older than
personality is cool and
loving relationship was
her. They made me. And he split. .”
calculating. Snake’s favour
unfortunately lost when
calm, rationally thought out
she died of a serious illness
- Pierce Brosnan
plans over rash decisions and
in 1991.
emotionally charged actions.
In the past decade
They may however at times be drawn to lead lives
however, the actor appears to have recovered some
which are full of danger, adrenalin and the unexpected.
In Brosnan’s case, he seems to have played out this stability in his life, marrying an American journalist in 2001
aspect of the snake personality vicariously through his and becoming a US citizen shortly after. As testament to
his success and staying power as an actor, he was awarded
on-screen roles.
an honorary OBE for ‘outstanding contributions to the
Taurus the good-natured bull
British film industry’.
Certain key aspects of theTaurus personality meanwhile
seem to have manifested themselves more fully and
solidly in Brosnan’s life.Taureans are known for their loving,
warm-hearted natures and their passion for helping
others, and this is evident in the ways in which the actor
has directed his energies off-screen. In the past decade,
Brosnan has campaigned vigorously for environmental
charities and other good causes. Since 2001 he has
been an ambassador for UNICEF Ireland and is involved
in numerous other charitable organisations. In keeping

The classicTaurus stubbornness of ideas and habits does
not seem to have surfaced in Brosnan, and since leaving
his James Bond role behind, he has embraced not only
environmentalism and art, but has also co-founded a
Hollywood production company. Brosnan is typical of
the determined nature of a Taurean that’s tempered
with a love of the finer things in life, and his passion for
art may see him taking a new direction in later life. James
Bond may have ‘left the building’, but Pierce Brosnan is
still very much at the centre of things.

Looking for inspiration? Call our psychics today on

0800 422 0422
www.StarTemple.com
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Aries

(Mar 21 - Apr 19)
Finding and nurturing
the right friendships - the
ones that serve you best
- has been an ongoing
process of late, even if you haven’t been
fully aware of it. When Neptune finally
turns direct this month in the most
socially active area of your chart, you’ll
find useful friends in surprising places.
Agents of change can look very strange,
but right now those off-the-wall types
are better equipped to balance your
stormy inner energies. In the realm
of love you may be feeling flirty, but
you’re likely to attract someone who
is shooting for long term bliss. If these
two mindsets harmonize, you’re set for
an interesting ride.

Taurus

(Apr 20 - May 20)
Don’t wait until January
for NewYear’s resolutions.
Your emotional health is
deeply intertwined with
spiritual growth this month, as the
stars gift you a precious opportunity
for healing and transformation. When
the full moon lands in your sign on the
10th, an energetic block from the past
is finally broken down and resolved
into something new! This allows you
much more space to learn, grow, and
be who you want to be as another year
comes to a close. Love is in the air as
well, and your conversational mojo
makes you difficult to resist. Be patient
and the object of your affection will
come to you.

NOVEMBER

HOROSCOPES
Chris Odle

(Sept 23 - Oct 22)

Buried secrets become
buried treasure as
unresolved energies
come back to the
surface. Let the past be your friend afford yourself the same courtesy and
sense of justice you give to others,
and face the past as openly as you
can. Remember - these discomforts
represent the restoration of spiritual
balance and harmony in your life,
and facing the shadow is the first step
to starting new. On a breezier note,
someone in the spotlight is noticing
you. Don’t be intimidated! A grounded
and earthy approach to conversation
works wonders, while stars-in-youreyes ranting has little effect.
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(May 21 - June 21)
Mercury makes an
early entrance into your
house of partners and
cooperation; you find
yourself playing the role of counselor
and mediator in several situations. In
fact, you do this beautifully until the
23rd when Mercury turns retrograde;
suddenly the job is not so easy! Now it’s
time to scale down your involvement
in other people’s dramas and focus on
yourself. For instance, Neptune in the
career area of your chart has you rethinking your visions of a successful life.
But as you’ll see, you don’t necessarily
need all your ducks in a row to attract
potential mates - sometimes good
prospects appear when things seem
out of order.

CAREER LOVE SPIRIT DESTINY

Neptune spends the first week of November in retrograde,
offering a precious opportunity to go within and see a
situation clearly before it turns direct again on the 9th.

Astrologer & Shaman

Libra

Gemini

Call

Scorpio

0800 422 0422

(Oct 23 - Nov 21)

With the Sun, Mercury
and Venus all starting
the month in your sign, a
strong attraction is more
than a little likely.The catch is, it’s almost
certainly a blast from the past! So ask
yourself whether you really want to go
there again, when there are plenty of
fish who would love to meet you.Take
a surprise opportunity to open up and
share your emotions with someone
totally new, and you’ll be tickled. A
family issue finally becomes clear
during the first week of the month, but
when Neptune turns direct on the 9th,
the windows will fog up again, and the
situation will return to the way it was
before - unless you act swiftly.
www.StarTemple.com

Sagittarius

for more details

(Nov 22 - Dec 21)
The first half of the month
is slow and reflective - a
perfect time for inner
work such as meditation,
yoga, or hiking in the woods.This helps
you to consolidate and centre yourself,
since everyday life has been more than
a little hectic lately. By the middle of the
month, things pick up speed again
with fiery Mars entering your career
zone, and the Sun finding its way into
your own sign. As another birthday
rolls around, don’t get too caught up in
goals you haven’t yet reached - instead,
celebrate the targets you have already
hit. The new moon lands in your sign
on the 25th, creating the perfect
atmosphere for a fresh start.

Cancer

(June 22 - July 22)
For quite some time
you’ve been thinking
about a new course of
learning, or an exciting
journey someplace new, but plans
have stalled. Well, the wheels turn this
month as Neptune turns direct. Good
luck takes you part way, but you’ll need
to work steadily once the door opens. If
you’re in the dating game, you’ll come
across a keen attraction to someone
new. But ask yourself - is it anything
more than intellectual stimulation?
Spiritual and emotional connections
are often more important than mental
acrobatics, especially to a psychically
sensitive Cancer. Keep your intuition
sharp and you’ll know the right steps
to take.

Leo

(July 23 - Aug 22)
That issue with your
partner becomes
crystal clear right away
this month - Voila! - but
you must act fast, before the 9th if
possible, and communicate with
utmost honesty. If not, this particular
opportunity for smooth resolution will
fade fast, and you may find yourself
waiting for another. If you’re single,
Mars is burning hot in your sign, and
someone shy will find you irresistible.
The 10th is a day of creative power as
the moon is full in your chart’s area of
work and career, so follow your instincts
and let things happen. Later in the
month, the focus shifts from getting
things done to having a great time, and
feeling like you truly deserve it.

Virgo

(Aug 23 - Sep 22)
You don’t have to
venture far this month
to see the world - new
places and faces come
directly to you, and finding fresh
inspiration is wonderfully easy. Not bad
for someone likes to keep their nose to
the grindstone - and if you’re single,
love is likely to manifest close to home
as well - especially sometime after the
9th when Neptune turns direct. Now
all you need is to order in! Mars enters
your sign on the 11th, giving you a
strong impetus to reinvent yourself.
On the financial side, you may feel like
splashing out in order to soothe and
emotional rough spot, but taking a
moment to reflect will show a far better
path.

Have your elevator speech ready, because your confidence is
worth its weight in gold when the timing is on.

Capricorn

(Dec 22 - Jan 19)
Now that you’ve come
clean about what you
really want and begun
to lay the foundations
for making it real, it’s time to let the
universe work its magic. When you
show up at social gatherings, who
can help noticing that bounce in
your step and flirtatious charge in your
eyes? Keep your goal in mind, practice
positive affirmations, and have your
elevator speech ready, because your
confidence is worth its weight in gold
when the timing is on. Lightening may
also strike in the realm of love, especially
around the 9th when the moon is full
in your chart’s area of hot romance.
The rewards are greater when you go
where you haven’t been before.

Aquarius

(Jan 20 - Feb 18)
Neptuneturnsdirectearly
in the month, allowing
you to power through
a stubborn creative
block. You’ll be shining bright in the
workplace, so it’s really no surprise
that someone there is keen to flirt with
you - maybe even a few people, or the
whole building! Now - if you’re single,
this could work in your favour, provided
you keep one foot on the brakes and
don’t get carried away too quickly. If
you’ve already got a partner, beware
of jealous emotions running hot. Be
gracious with an admirer, but keep
your lover in the spotlight even when
they aren’t around. They will definitely
notice and make it worth your while.
www.StarTemple.com

Pisces

(Feb 19 - Mar 20)
You’ve been dithering, or
maybe biding your time
- either way, you’re on the
edge of big and positive
change.This is because Neptune, your
ruling planet, turns direct on the 9th,
allowing you to see your own life
more clearly. Not only that - Neptune
enters your own sign in February. This
is a rare focalization of power and
self-confidence for you, as Neptune
only appears in Pisces once every 165
years! The good news - it stays with
you until 2025. So as this year winds
down, it’s time to put things in order
for a whole new era. Oh, and if you’re
in the love game, conditions are ideal at
educational events, or during travel.
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3 reasons why you

crave
a relationship

Society can put a lot of pressure on you to seek
out relationships, but perhaps not as much as
your own psyche does. While it’s only human to
pursue a fulfilling pairing with another person,
actually craving one can open the door to psychic
imbalance and is often self-defeating. Here we take
a look at three of the most significant reasons why
you might be craving a relationship.

#1 You feel incomplete

#2 You’re seeking validation

#3 You’re lonely

Western popular culture has to some extent
conditioned us all to believe that we need
another person in our lives to truly be
complete. This in turn may lead us to feel
that if we are not in a relationship we are
somehow lacking as individuals. From this
perspective, desperation and a longing to
be in a relationship are natural outcomes.
But in craving the love of another person to
‘complete’your life, you give up much of your
personal power as a whole and spiritually
fulfilled individual. This can lead to a vicious
oscillating circle of unsatisfactory and failed
relationships, further perpetuating your
cravings‘to be whole’.The only way to break
the cycle is to first become comfortable and
satisfied with yourself as a single entity,
before seeking another human being to
share your life with.

Low self-esteem and rejection can channel
your natural psychic energies through
negative mental trenches. As children, we
subconsciously sought the approval and
love of our parents as a means of validating
ourselves, and when this was forthcoming
we felt good about who we were, and like
our lives were worthwhile. As we get older,
this need for approval and validation may
continue if we lack self-esteem and selfrespect. Once we have flown the parental
nest, we are inclined to seek such validation
from our friends, and from our relationships.
Wanting to feel like your life is worthwhile
and approved of is entirely human, but if
this becomes a desperation then you may
become a magnet for psychic abuse and
unfulfilling relationships.

As humans, we are social creatures and we
crave company. If you have few friends, or if
you seldom see them, then loneliness can set
in. When this happens, we may desperately
seek out romantic relationships as a means of
filling that void. But jumping into a relationship
simply because you’re lonely can lead to
trouble, and if the astrology is incompatible,
you may even end up more lonely and
spiritually isolated. It’s important to remember
that nobody is alone in this world, for we are
all part of a loving cosmos. By nurturing your
spiritual side, you can bring peace and love
to your soul - but it’s important not to neglect
your need for human companionship in the
physical world. If your life is lacking in honest
and mutually respectful human contact,
consider joining a club to meet new people,
or reconnecting with old friends.

Craving anything is not necessarily a good thing. The act of
desiring and yearning can upset the balance of your emotions,
and block the flow of positive energy which you need to
nurture your mind, body and soul. By taking a step back
from what you are craving and taking time to realign yourself
with your spiritual and physical goals, you may find that in
time you naturally flow into a relationship based on love and
mutual respect.
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Looking for inspiration?
Call our psychics today!

0800 422 0422

Plot your

Many of us have some fear of being
alone, but can solitude actually enrich
our spiritual and emotional lives?

Solitude

as a

Sacred Path

Solitude often has negative connotations in western society, but
throughout history numerous religions and spiritual practices have
viewed it as a way of reaching higher degrees of enlightenment,
emotional balance and inner peace. FromTibetan Buddhist monks
and Hindu hermits in India, to Christian clerics and New Age gurus,
solitary behaviour has been used to reaches higher levels of spiritual
communion and universal understanding.
Buddha once likened solitude to the single horn of a rhinoceros,
repeating the phrase, “one should wander solitary as a rhinoceros
horn.” In the Christian Bible, Jesus wanders the desert alone for
forty days and nights, resisting the temptations of the devil before
reaching salvation in the arms of angels. Moses was said to have
spent forty days alone atop Mount Sinai in order to receive the Ten
Commandments from God.

What is Solitude?
To those who practice it as a spiritual path, solitude is a state of mind
which acts as a conduit to a more meaningful relationship with the
universe and the energy of all things. Far from being a lonely pursuit,
at its highest level it can lead the individual to experience an intense
sense of oneness with all living things.
Solitude can also act as an effective antidote to the information
overload suffered by many in western societies. By shutting out
external influences and becoming intensely aware of one’s own
self, it is possible to turn the mind inwards and become fully attuned
to the corporeal reality of the body and the spiritual reality of the
heart and the soul.This guides the mind towards its true calling and
unveils the spiritual destiny of the soul.

Why do we avoid it?
Most of us go to great lengths to avoid being alone. This avoidance
ranges from filling our lives with social engagements, to remaining
with an abusive partner. Even when we are home alone, many will

turn on the TV for the sake of having some ‘company.’ This fear of
being alone is widespread, and it is often this fear itself that prevents
us from knowing who we really are and understanding our true
place in the universe. So what are we really afraid of?
Society tells us that we must fill our time with friendships, family,
relationships and other forms of human contact. From an early age
we are warned against the ‘loner’ and taught to fear being ‘left on
the shelf.’ But this inbuilt need to never be alone may have isolated
us from ourselves, and resulted in us knowing lots of people at
the expense of knowing who we ourselves truly are. Perhaps the
ultimate form of being alone is the intense spiritual loneliness of
not knowing the depths of one’s own soul.

Practical solitude for modern life
While the idea of living a solipsistic existence attuned to nature and
the universe might be attractive and even possible for some, for the
vast majority of us it is not a practical path to spiritual enlightenment.
But you don’t need to live a hermit’s life to experience the spiritual
benefits of solitude. Even half an hour spent each day in quiet
contemplation, within the confines of your own garden, can bring
you closer to the beating heart of the universe and your own inner
self. Take time out to sit and listen to the birds, noticing the colours
and textures of your surroundings, the subtle currents of the wind
and the slow movement of the clouds.
By making solitude a daily habit, you can bring peace into your life
and be better able to handle the challenges of the modern world. Use
the time to get to know yourself better, without the intrusive input
of outside eyes and ears. In time, you may come to see solitude not
as a lonely experience, but as a truly spiritual time for communing
with the universe and your own inner being.

In need of guidance?
Call our Psychics today!

0800 422 0422
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READER PROFILE

Nina

Have you had any memorable
experiences reading for a
client?
I have had so many great experiences
with customers over many years of
working. It gives me great pleasure to
be able to support and inspire clients
with inner information. I have predicted
a lady meeting her partner, giving
detailed information about them and
when they would meet, what he would
look like, etc. She wrote back, ecstatic. I
have described past life connections
between a lady and her husband that
reflected not only the pattern of their
relationship, but confirmed things she
already knew about their connection.
I never asked her a thing and she was
amazed. I predicted a man would
receive a windfall at a certain time and
sure enough, he rang me to say that he
never believed me as he had no idea it
was coming, but his parents gave him
a substantial amount of money ‘out of
the blue’.
What makes a good
psychic reading?

Star Temple Psychics
Andrea

PIN 7726

Nina

PIN 7786

Sabrina
PIN 7767
PIN 7786

Alison

PIN 7706

Jeannie
When did you first realise
you were psychic?

PIN 5506

By the time I was three years old I realised
I did not see the world in the same way
as others around me. I mentioned that I
was seeing colours around people and
my mother said, “That’s interesting” and
she changed the subject.”Even at that age
I knew it was not acceptable to talk about
it. I decided to become a professional
artist at 8 years old because I could express
what I saw with no criticism. It was in my
twenties that I did something about it
and began to study seriously.

PIN 7780

A good psychic reading addresses the
areas of interest of the client. It is accurate,
detailed, honest, compassionate,
caring, non-judgemental, supportive,
and strategic - and it comes from the
Highest vibration.
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